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Abstract—There is increasing interest in multi-energy
communities, which could become important sources of demand
response flexibility, especially when equipped with storage. Their
location on distribution networks mean their exploitation to
solve local capacity congestions may be particularly valuable,
whilst their ability to partake in energy/reserve markets can
improve their business cases. However, maximizing this flexibil-
ity potential by providing multiple services that are subject to
uncertain calls is a challenging modeling task. To address this,
we present a stochastic energy/reserve mixed integer linear pro-
gram for a community energy system with consideration of local
network constraints. By covering all the relevant energy vectors,
the multi-energy formulation allows comprehensive modeling of
different flexibility options, namely, multi-energy storage, energy
vector substitution, end-service curtailment, and power factor
manipulation. A key feature of the approach is its robustness
against any reserve call, ensuring that occupant thermal com-
fort cannot be degraded beyond agreed limits in the event of
a call. The approach is demonstrated through a case study that
illustrates how the different flexibility options can be used to
integrate more electric heat pumps into a capacity constrained
smart district that is managed as a community energy system,
while maximizing its revenues from multiple markets/services.

Index Terms—Multi-energy systems, community energy
systems, smart district, flexibility, energy storage, batteries,
demand response.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

BES Battery energy store

CHP Combined heat and power

COP Coefficient of performance
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DHW Domestic hot water

DNO Distribution network operator

DR Demand response

EB Electric boiler

EHP Electric heat pump

ESCo Energy services company

ETD Expected thermal discomfort

GB Gas boiler

MILP Mixed integer linear program

SH Space heating

SOC State of charge

TES Thermal energy store.

Indices

s index of scenarios, 1 to Ns

i index of settlement periods, 1 to Ni

l index of locations, 1 to Nl

b discrete number, 1 to Nb

α index of flexible devices

{EHP, EB, CHP, solar, wind, BES}.

Parameters

Resource:

Bmin
l /Bmax

l battery min/max capacity (kWh)

Cb
l /Cxl building/TES thermal capacitance

(kWh/◦C)

Eload
s,i,l non-heating (base) electricity load (kWh)

HCHPmin
l CHP min heating power (kW)

HCHPmax
l CHP max heating power (kW)

HDHW
s,i,l DHW heating load (kWh)

HEBmin
l EB min heating power (kW)

HEBmax
l EB max heating power (kW)

HGBmin
l GB min heating power (kW)

HGBmax
l GB max heating power (kW)

Ints,i,l internal (metabolic) heat gains (kW)

Os,i,l binary occupancy/heat required indicator (-)

PBESmin
l battery min charge rate (kW)

PBESmax
l battery max charge rate (kW)

PEHPmin
l EHP min electrical power (kW)

PEHPmax
l EHP max electrical power (kW)

Psolar
s,i,l solar electrical power (kW)

Pwind
s,i,l wind electrical power (kW)
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Rb
l /Rxl building/TES thermal resistance (◦C/kW)

Rresd
i,l /R(d)resd max device/district apparent power (kW)

Sols,i,l solar heat gains (kW)

Tset
i,l set temperature (◦C)

Xmin
l /Xmax

l min/max temperature of TES (◦C)

δlow
i,l /δ

high

i,l max down/up variation from set temp (◦C)

ηe
l /ηt

l CHP unit electrical/thermal efficiency (-)

ηGB
l /ηEB

l gas/electric boiler efficiency (-)

ϕl battery round-trip efficiency (-)

γ EHP
s,i,l EHP coefficient of performance (-).

Price/Weather Profiles and Parameters:

cmaxd max call length for down/up reserve (hours)

Pdcall probability of up/down reserve call (-)

ps scenario probability (-)

Tout
s,i outside temperature (◦C)

λi/ρi day-ahead electricity/gas price (£/kWh)

µ−
s,i/µ

+
s,i imbalance import/export price (£/kWh)

πd
i down reserve availability price (£/kW)

ωd
i down reserve window (-)

ς−
i /ς+

i temperature deficit/surplus penalties

(£/◦Ch)

χ reactive power supply penalty (£/kVar).

Time-Band Length:

t length of time step (h).

Variables

Bs,i,l battery energy level (%)

Bresd
s,i,l building thermal storage footroom (kW)

D−
i /D+

i day-ahead energy import/export (kW)

GGB
s,i,l GB gas power (kW)

G(d)−s,i gas import, district level (kW)

Hin
s,i,l/H

out
s,i,l heat in/out to TES (kWh)

HSH
s,i,l space heating demand (kWh)

I−
s,i/I

+
s,i imbalance energy import/export (kW)

PBES+
s,i,l /PBES−

s,i,l battery export/import power (kW)

PCHP
s,i,l /PEHP

s,i,l CHP/EHP electrical power (kW)

PEB
s,i,l EB electrical power (kW)

Pα
s,i,l/P(d)s,i device/district active power (kW)

Qα
s,i,l/Q(d)s,i device/district reactive power (kW)

RBESd
s,i,l /RCHPd

s,i,l down reserve (battery/CHP) (kW)

REBd
s,i,l /REHPd

s,i,l down reserve (EB/EHP) (kW)

Sα
s,i,l/S(d)s,i device/district apparent power (kW)

Ts,i,l indoor temperature (◦C)

T+
s,i,l/T−

s,i,l temperature surplus/deficit (◦C)

Tr−
s,i,l/Tr+

s,i,l temperature surplus/deficit |reserve call (◦C)

Xs,i,l energy level of thermal energy store (kWh)

Xloss
s,i,l TES heat loss (kWh)

zs,i,l binary battery import/export indicator (-)

αs,i,l internal/solar gain vent variable (%).

I. INTRODUCTION

D
EMAND for flexibility in electricity systems is expected

to grow as penetration of electric heating, electric trans-

port, and variable and/or inflexible generation grows [1]. In

particular, demand response (DR), including from storage, has

been identified as an attractive source of such flexibility. This

is due to the limited additional investment (and the oppor-

tunity to disperse the investment amongst building owners)

and advances in information and communication technology,

in particular with regard to small-scale energy management

systems [1], [2].

DR resources do, however, present difficulties. One issue

is the propensity of technologies to cluster geographically,

for social reasons [3]. This is pertinent given the limited

capacity of local electricity distribution networks (which are

expensive to expand) and which may become strained as

adoption of electric heating/transport increases, increasing

peak loads [4]. Further, DR can result in synchronization of

loads (or local generation), reducing the natural diversity of

demand and threatening local network capacity limits [5].

Hence suitable local management of DR aggregation is

needed.

Community energy systems [6], or smart districts [7], are

an ideal setup to prevent local issues and at the same time

maximize the DR potential from local resources, and are

attracting increasing interest. In particular, many modelling

approaches are now explicitly recognizing the importance

of modelling energy, rather than simply electricity, gen-

eration, storage and consumption, for both operation and

investment [8]–[11], in a multi-energy system context [12].

DR resources in general, and community energy systems in

particular, typically incorporate multiple energy vectors, and

hence can be regarded as small-scale multi-energy systems

that can exploit their intrinsic multi-energy flexibility.

For any DR resource a natural objective is maximization

of revenues from DR (whilst managing local network con-

straints). To do this DR resources must provide multiple

services to multiple actors, requiring participation in all avail-

able markets [13]–[15]. As an increasing number of devices

(e.g., battery storage, photovoltaic systems, etc.), are equipped

with power electronic interfaces, provision of multiple ser-

vices should consider optimization of both active and reactive

power [13]. A complicating factor in optimizing provision

of these multiple services is the substantial uncertainty (in

demand, service calls and prices) faced by DR resources [8].

Thus optimization approaches employed by DR resources

should be stochastic. Given that DR resources often have the

potential to effect consumer comfort (e.g., their thermal com-

fort) approaches should ensure results are robust against any

reserve call, with respect to thermal comfort [16].

Many published works address some of these aspects.

In particular there is a large amount of work on DR

considering the electricity vector and focused on stor-

age. Within this set several works consider the key

aspects of considering multiple markets/services under

uncertainty [13], [14], [17]–[22]. Within these references all

consider energy and some sort of reserve market (except [21],

which consider energy and a demand charge) and all

appreciate the necessity of reserving enough energy within

the battery to provide any committed reserve if called.

Additionally [13], [14], [17], [18] consider the effect of dis-

tribution network (transformer or line) constraints, although

only [13] considers the effect of reactive power (albeit through

an outer-linearization of the network capacity constraint which
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may allow some violation of the true non-linear network

capacity constraint). For illustration of the value of multiple

services [20] is particularly useful: a key finding is that many

services may be synergic (see also [23] for more discussion),

allowing revenues to be ‘stacked’, and that this may be neces-

sary to cover battery investment costs. Considering DR from

multi-energy systems there is significant work considering

provision of DR. In [24] DR from substitution of energy vec-

tors/technologies is considered whilst [8], [25]–[27] consider

how combined heat and power (CHP) and/or electric heat

pumps (EHP), can use heat storage from a thermal energy

store (TES) and/or building fabric to perform energy arbitrage.

Further, there is some work considering provision of multiple

services from CHP-based systems. References [28]–[30] all

consider the joint provision of energy arbitrage and reserve,

although these works either do not consider excess or deficit

heat in the event of a reserve call. Considering the wider

class of thermostatic loads [31], [32] present a model which

is designed to exploit large groups of thermostatic appliances

to provide energy arbitrage and reserve. These works include

constraints to ensure that any solution is robust against any

reserve call, i.e., that appliances will not violate their operat-

ing limits if reserve is called. However, it is acknowledged that,

to make the formulation applicable for large groups of appli-

ances (a requirement that is not necessary for community-level

optimization) the result is conservative. From the analyzed lit-

erature on multi-energy systems it is therefore notable how

there is relatively little consideration of uncertainty, overall.

As demonstrated there has been significant work which

addresses the provision of multiple services, from multiple

types of community-level, multi-energy flexibility. However

there exist several gaps in the existing literature, which require

attention. Firstly, the most developed work on multi-service

provision from demand-side resources focuses on electrical

storage, with many works considering a wide range of ser-

vices and featuring sophisticated treatments of uncertainty.

The work on community-level multi-energy systems is less

developed in these aspects. Hence, there exists a gap for an

approach which systematically incorporates flexibility from

multi-energy storage, substitution (of energy vectors/devices),

curtailment (of energy services) and power factor manipula-

tion, considering a distribution network operator service, for

relief of network congestion, as well as energy arbitrage and

reserve. Secondly, although [13], [32] recognizes the necessity

of ensuring any reserve commitment is robust against a reserve

call (in a deterministic formulation), a general, stochastic

problem formulation, which ensures reserve commitment from

any type of the above flexibilities is robust with respect to

thermal comfort, is missing.

In response to these gaps, this work presents a stochastic,

smart district optimization model for DR resources in a com-

munity energy system/district. In the formulation, as in [8],

all buildings in the district contract with a retailer-energy

services company (ESCo), who controls the flexible devices,

procures/sells energy, and provides thermal comfort to build-

ing occupants. In particular the model enables optimization of

multi-energy storage, substitution and curtailment DR, with

consideration of device/district active and reactive power, to

provide multiple services, ensuring any result is robust against

any call for any reserve service, in any modelled scenario.

Given the significant flexibility inherent in building fabric and

heating systems [8], [33], this model focuses on flexibility

from building thermal systems and associated electro-thermal

technologies as well as batteries, although it may be extended

to include other sources of flexibility (e.g., electric vehicles).

In the remainder of this paper, a description of the problem

formulation is given in Section II. Afterwards, in Section III,

the model is demonstrated through application to a case study

considering a techno-economic assessment of electric heat

pump integration in a community (district) of fifty detached

houses on a constrained feeder, enabled by various types of

flexibility. Concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The district resources are modelled using a mixed

integer linear programming (MILP) model. Utilization of

a MILP formulation is necessary to disallow simultane-

ous battery charging and discharging. Below, formulation

of plant, storage and building models, the reserve alloca-

tion model, and active/reactive power constraints are detailed.

Subsequently, the formulation of district level balances and

district active/reactive power constraints are detailed, before

the district objective function is presented.

A. Modelling the Resource

1) Heating Plant and Storage Operating Limits:

Constraints (1)-(4) detail the limits of four common elec-

trical/gas heat generators: gas boiler (GB), CHP, EHP and

electric boiler (EB).

HGBmin
l ≤ GGB

s,i,lη
GB
l ≤ HGBmax

l (1)

HCHPmin
l ≤

PCHP
s,i,l ηt

l

ηe
l

≤ HCHPmax
l (2)

PEHPmin
l ≤ PEHP

s,i,l ≤ PEHPmax
l (3)

HEBmin
l ≤ PEB

s,i,lη
EB
s,i,l ≤ HEBmax

l (4)

For all s = 1 to Ns, ix = 0 to Ni, l = 1 to Nl.

As detailed by (5) and (6), district building temperatures

must remain within a band around the target temperature

(Tset
i,l ), determined by building thermal storage parameters

(δ
high

i,l and δlow
i,l ), whenever the building is actively occupied

and the outdoor temperature is above a set threshold (indi-

cated by Os,i,l) [8]. T+
s,i,l and T−

s,i,l enable buildings to deviate

from the allowed temperature bounds. These variables can be

used to enable trading of thermal comfort [8], or can be set

punitively high, so that such deviation only occurs to when the

dynamics of the building make it impossible to satisfy thermal

comfort constraints without their use.

The district may include both TES and battery energy

store (BES). TES operating limits are set according to (7).

Constraints (8)-(10) set the limits on battery energy level,

charge and discharge power. The binary variables ensure that

the battery does not charge and discharge at the same time.

Os,i,l

(

Ts,i,l − T+
s,i,l

)

≤ Os,i,l

(

Tset
i,l + δ

high

i,l

)

(5)
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Os,i,l

(

Tset
i,l − δlow

i,l

)

≤ Os,i,l

(

Ts,i,l + T−
s,i,l

)

(6)
(

Xmin
l −Ts,i,l

)

Cxl ≤ Xs,i,l ≤
(

Xmax
l −Ts,i,l

)

Cxl (7)

Bmin
l ≤ Bs,i,l ≤ Bmax

l (8)

zs,i,lP
BESmin
l ≤ PBES+

s,i,l ≤ zs,i,lP
BESmax
l (9)

(

1 − zs,i,l

)

PBESmin
l ≤ PBES−

s,i,l ≤
(

1 − zs,i,l

)

PBESmax
l (10)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l = 1 to Nl.

2) Initialization: To ensure that the produced results are

not distorted, the value of any energy stored within TES or

battery, at the initial time-step must be set as equal to the last

time-step, (11) and (12).

Xs,0,l = Xs,Ni,l (11)

Bs,0,l = Bs,Ni,l (12)

For all s = 1 to Ns, l = 1 to Nl.

3) Building and Storage System Equations: Equation (13)

defines the building temperature. This is determined by tem-

perature in the previous time-step, heat loss to the environ-

ment, heat gain from the TES (Xloss
s,i,l, defined in (14)), space

heating heat from the TES (HSH
s,i,l), and internal and solar

heat gain (Ints,i,l and Sols,i,l). This heat gain may be reduced

through occupant actions (e.g., opening windows) to reduce

the building temperature. This effect is modelled by αs,i,l, the

percentage of heat vented.

For each TES, the heat from various generator types is

aggregated into a TES heat input variable (15). This heat input,

along with the heat loss to the building, the delivered space

heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW), and the state

of the TES at the current time-step, determines the TES state

at the next time-step (16). For the battery, the energy level in

the next time step is determined by the current energy level

and the charging and discharging power, the latter adjusted to

factor in the battery round-trip efficiency (17).

Ts,i+1,l = Ts,i,l +

(

HSH
s,i,l +

(

1 − αs,i,l

)(

Ints,i,l + Sols,i,l
)

−
(

Ts,i,l − Tout
s,i

)

tRb
l

−1
)

Cb
l

−1
+ Xloss

s,i,l

(13)

Xloss
s,i,l =

(

Xs,i,l

Cxl
− Ts,i,l

)

t

Rxl

(14)

GGB
s,i,lη

GB
l +

PCHP
s,i,l ηt

lt

ηe
l

+PEHP
s,i,l γ EHP

s,i,l t+PEB
s,i,lη

EB
l t = Hin

s,i,l (15)

Xs,i+1,l = Xs,i,l + Hin
s,i,l − Xloss

s,i,l − HSH
s,i,l − HDHW

s,i,l (16)

Bs,i+1,l = Bs,i,l +

(

PBES−
s,i,l − PBES+

s,i,l /ϕl

)

t (17)

HSH
s,i,l ≥ 0 (18)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l = 1 to Nl.

B. Reserve Modelling

A critical part of the problem formulation is the con-

straint set which define the volume of reserve. Due to space

restrictions only the formulation for down (consumption)

reserve is presented. Extension to up consumption reserve is

straightforward. A formulation which includes such reserve

(though without constraints to ensure robustness with respect

to thermal comfort) is presented in [34].

Constraints (19)-(23) limit reserve by the reserve available

from the flexible devices. As shown in constraints (20)-(22),

EHP and EB down-reserve can be no greater than the footroom

in these devices, whilst CHP down-reserve can be no greater

than the device headroom. For a BES, down-reserve can be

no greater than the maximum discharge rate (23).

Rresd
i,l = REHPd

s,i,l + REBd
s,i,l + RCHPd

s,i,l + RBESd
s,i,l (19)

0 ≤ REHPd
s,i,l ≤ PEHP

s,i,l − PEHPmin
l (20)

0 ≤ REBd
s,i,l ≤ PEB

s,i,l −
HEBmin

l

ηEB
l

(21)

0 ≤ RCHPd
s,i,l ≤

HCHPmax
l ηe

l

ηt
l

− PCHP
s,i,l (22)

0 ≤ RBESd
s,i,l ≤ PBESmax

l + PBES−
s,i,l − PBES+

s,i,l (23)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l= 1 to Nl.

To ensure that the formulation is robust with respect to occu-

pant thermal comfort (i.e., that any reserve call does not result

in violations of thermal comfort standards) it is necessary to

ensure that there is enough thermal energy in storage (TES or

building fabric), or that there is an adequate alternative source

of heat on stand-by to ensure that thermal comfort can be

met at all times. Constraints (24)-(28) do this through a novel

approach which constrains the committed reserve, by device,

by the amount of stored thermal energy. Constraint (24) lim-

its down-consumption reserve from electro-thermal devices by

sum of the TES footroom (divided by the maximum reserve

call length), the building fabric footroom (Bresd
s,i,l) and the gas

boiler headroom. As robustness against thermal comfort degra-

dation is only required when the building is actively occupied

and heating is required (i.e., Os,i,l = 1), constraint (24) is only

valid when this condition holds.

Constraint (26) sets the building fabric footroom, defined by

the building temperature (Ts,i,l), the set temperature (Tset
i,l ) and

the building flexibility parameter (δlow
i,l ). Variable Tr−

s,i,l allows

comfort to be traded in the event of a reserve call.

Constraint (28) similarly ensures there is enough footroom

in the battery so that the solution is robust to any reserve call.

Os,i,l

(

REHPd
s,i,l γ EHP

s,i,l + REBd
s,i,l η

EB
l − RCHPd

s,i,l ηt
l/η

e
l

)

≤ Os,i,l

⎛

⎝

(

Xs,i,l

Cxl
+ Ts,i,l − Xmin

l

)

Cxl + Bresd
s,i,l

callmaxdt

+

(

HGBmax
l −

HGB
s,i,l

t

)

⎞

⎠ (24)

Os,i,lR
CHPd
s,i,l ηt

l/η
e
l

≤ Os,i,l

⎛

⎝

(

Xmax
l −

Xs,i,l

Cxl
+ Ts,i,l

)

Cxl + Bresu
s,i,l

callmaxdt
+

HGB
s,i,l

t

⎞

⎠

(25)

0 ≤ Bresd
s,i,l =

Os,i,l

(

Ts,i,l −

(

Tset
i,l − δlow

i,l

)

+ Tr−
s,i,l

)

Cb
l

t
(26)
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0 ≤ Bresu
s,i,l =

Os,i,l

((

Tset
i,l + δ

high

i,l

)

− Ts,i,l + Tr+
s,i,l

)

Cb
l

t
(27)

RBESd
s,i,l ≤ Bs,i,l/

(

callmaxdt
)

(28)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l= 1 to Nl.

C. Device Active and Reactive Power Constraints

To enable modelling of active and reactive power within

a MILP model this work uses a linear approximation (30) of

device real power constraint (29), for any potentially flexi-

ble device. As opposed to the method detailed in [13], this

discretization results in the feasible area defined by the lin-

ear constraints lying entirely within the feasible area defined

by the non-linear constraint (29). This is important as when

the real power constraints are active for extended peri-

ods. In (29) and (30) A is the set of flexible devices

{EHP, EB, CHP, solar, wind, BES}, and Nb is half of the num-

ber of linear constraints in approximation of (29), as defined

by the user.

(

Pα
s,i,l

)2
+

(

Qα
s,i,l

)2
≤

(

Sα
s,i,l

)2
(29)

(

Qα
s,i,l − Sα

s,i,lcos

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

))

⎛

⎝

sin
(

bπ
Nb

)

− sin
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

cos
(

bπ
Nb

)

− cos
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

⎞

⎠

+ Sα
s,i,lsin

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

)

≤ Pα
s,i,l

≤

(

Qα
s,i,l + Sα

s,i,lcos

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

))

⎛

⎝

sin
(

bπ
Nb

)

− sin
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

cos
(

bπ
Nb

)

− cos
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

⎞

⎠

− Sα
s,i,lsin

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

)

(30)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l = 1 to Nl, b = 1 to Nb, α ∈ A.

D. Energy/Power/Reserve Balances

For optimization at the district level (31), (32) and (34)

sum up district electricity and gas consumption, and reserve

provision to the district level. As shown, electricity is pro-

cured through a combination of available markets (day-ahead

and imbalance markets, in this formulation). The distinction

between import and export electricity prices are necessary as

import and export prices may not be equivalent.

D−
i − D+

i + I−
s,i − I+

s,i =
Eload

s,i,l

t
+ PEHP

s,i,l +PEB
s,i,l − PCHP

s,i,l

− Psolar
s,i,l − Pwind

s,i,l +PBES−
s,i,l − PBES+

s,i,l

(31)

G(d)−s,i =
PCHP

s,i,l ηt
lt

ηe
l

+ GGB
s,i,l (32)

D−
i , D+

i , I
−

s,i
, I+

s,i, G(d)−s,i ≥ 0 (33)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni.

Following common practice [14], committed reserve must

be the same, across all windows. Equation (34) ensures this,

whilst allowing for the reserve contributed by each loca-

tion to vary by scenario, and time-step. This approach can

offer significant benefits, in terms of reserve commitment, for

resources which are uncertain, yet diverse.

ωd
i R(d)resd = ωd

i

∑Nl

l=1
Rresd

s,i,l (34)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni.

In order to ensure that district real power constraints (e.g.,

deriving from network capacities) are respected, load and

device reactive powers are summed to the district level (35).

Q(d)s,i =

Nl
∑

l=1

(

γ Eload
s,i,l

t
+

∑

α∈A
Qα

s,i,l

)

(35)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni.

E. District Active and Reactive Power Constraints

Following the same approach as in (30), (36) defines the

linear approximation of the district real power constraint.
(

Q(d)s,i − S(d)s,icos

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

))

×

⎛

⎝

sin
(

bπ
Nb

)

− sin
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

cos
(

bπ
Nb

)

− cos
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

⎞

⎠ + S(d)s,isin

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

)

≤ P(d)s,i ≤

(

Q(d)s,i + S(d)s,icos

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

))

×

⎛

⎝

sin
(

bπ
Nb

)

− sin
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

cos
(

bπ
Nb

)

− cos
(

(b−1)π
Nb

)

⎞

⎠ − S(d)s,isin

(

(b − 1)π

Nb

)

(36)

For all s = 1 to Ns, i = 0 to Ni, l= 1 to Nl, b = 1 to Nb.

F. Objective

The district objective function is given in (37). As shown,

the retailer-ESCo buys and sells electricity at import/export

prices in the day-ahead market (λ−
i , λ+

i ) and in the imbal-

ance market (µ−
s,i, µ+

s,i), whilst gas is purchased at the gas

import price (ρi). District down reserve is remunerated accord-

ing to the appropriate availability prices (πd
i ). Temperature

deficit and surplus are penalized according to the appropri-

ate penalties (ς+
i , ς−

i ), which may be considered a payment

from the retailer-ESCo to building occupants. Similarly, Tr−
s,i,l

is penalized according to ς−
i , adjusted by the probability of

a reserve call Pdcall. Finally, reactive power supply is penal-

ized by a small value χ . This represents the cost of inverter

operation, which although small, is useful as it prevents the

reactive power supply from varying when network constraints

are not binding.

Min

{

Ns
∑

s=1

[

ps

Ni
∑

i=1

(

λ−
i D−

i t − λ+
i D+

i t + µ−
s,iI

−
s,it

− µ+
s,iI

+
s,it+ρiG(d)−s,it−πd

i R(d)resdt

+

Nl
∑

l=1

(

ς+
i T+

s,i,l + ς−
i T−

s,i,l + Pdcallς−
i Tr−

s,i,l

+ χ
∑

α∈A

Qα
s,i,l

))]}

. (37)
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS ACCORDING TO EHP INTEGRATION, MARKETS

CONSIDERED AND TYPE OF FLEXIBILITY AVAILABLE

III. CASE STUDY APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate application of the model a case study which

compares several tests is presented. In the first set of tests

the ability of the model to assess how various types of dis-

trict flexibility can be employed to enable the integration of

new low-carbon electricity loads is demonstrated, following

an energy cost minimization objective. In this case, integration

of EHP is considered. As shown in Table I, tests 1-6 utilize

different types of flexibility to avoid network constraints, to

enable full integration of EHP. In each test the minimum size

resource to enable full integration is identified. These tests can

be compared, using various metrics, against the base case (0).

In test 1 TES are placed in each building, to enable shifting

of EHP operation, whilst in test 2 a gas boiler is used to avoid

EHP operation at peak times. In tests 3 and 4 a BES is used

to reduce grid import of active power, and, for test 4, to addi-

tionally manipulate the BES inverter power factor to absorb

district reactive power, to reduce real power loads. Tests 5 and

6 introduce bands above (test 5) or above and below (test 6) the

target temperature, in which the building temperature may vary

during times of active occupancy. In the second set of tests

(7-13), provision of reserve is also considered, to demonstrate

the potential of different types of district flexibility to provide

reserve. Subsequently, cash flows for different combinations

of services are presented to identify synergic and conflicting

services [23].

Recognizing that the district network operator (DNO) would

have to compensate the district for using its flexibility to alle-

viate the local network constraint, revenue for a DNO service

is included. This revenue is calculated by comparing district

operational costs with and without the network constraint [23].

The district is made up of fifty well-insulated residential

detached buildings, situated in the north of England. The

Fig. 1. Average energy and reserve prices for winter weekday representa-
tive day.

district, as a whole, has an import/export limit of 85kVA. Base

electricity load has a power factor of 0.92. Gas boilers and

EHP are sized to heat the dwelling during design condi-

tions (Tout
s,i =-4◦C and Ts,i,l = 21◦C for all index values)

while supplying the maximum possible DHW demand. Gas

boiler efficiency is set to 75%, whilst EHP coefficient-of-

performance (COP) is set according to the linear function

for which COP=3.51 at 20◦C and 1.97 at -4◦C. For the

TES Xmax
l = 55◦C and Xmin

l = 40◦C for all l = 1 to Nl.

Temperature deficit and surplus penalties (ς+
i , ς−

i ), assigned

to deviations outside of the interval around the set tempera-

ture defined by δ
high

i,l and δlow
i,l , are set to £1000/◦Ch [8]. BES

round-trip efficiency is set to 90%. Energy and reserve prices

are taken from the U.K. context. Deterministic energy price

components are defined as in [35], whilst imbalance prices

are defined using a scenario reduction approach as in [8].

Figure 1 shows energy and reserve prices for a typical winter

weekday.

As in [8], the model is run for one day, separated

into 48 time-steps, with each run having thirty scenarios,

each with different imbalance price, environmental (tempera-

ture/insolation), occupancy, base electricity and DHW profiles.

The thirty scenarios are set by combining ten imbalance price

and three environmental scenarios, selected using the simul-

taneous backward reduction algorithm [36] which finds the

most representative daily profiles of imbalance prices, solar

insolation and outdoor temperature for each season, based on

data from previous seasons. Occupancy, base electricity and

DHW profiles are then taken from relevant profile libraries and

assigned randomly [8]. Annual metrics are calculated by run-

ning the model for summer/shoulder (spring/autumn)/winter

weekdays and weekends, and for a “peak” day (represent-

ing the 15 peak days of the year [35]), and weighting results

accordingly (as in [8]). A graphical description of the overall

process used to formulate the problem and run the case studies

is given in Figure 2.

Run times vary within the range 5 minutes – 20 min-

utes, (3.6 GHz quad core processor, 32GB RAM). Hence the

formulation is practical at the day-ahead stage.

A. EHP Integration

In the base test the number of EHPs in the district is

increased incrementally until there is no feasible solution on

the “peak” day. For the considered case study, it was found

that 36 EHP could be accommodated. Then, for tests 1-6, EHP
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Fig. 2. Process for running and valuing the case studies.

TABLE II
SIZE OF FLEXIBLE RESOURCE, BY TEST, TEST 1-6

were placed in every building, and the flexibility was increased

incrementally until the problem was feasible on the “peak”

day. Table II shows the values for the relevant parameters for

the type of flexibility considered in tests 1 to 6.

For tests 0-6, Figure 3 shows base load active and reactive

power, EHP active power, and district maximum and average

real power. Dependent on the test, series relating to the con-

sidered flexible resource are also shown. In all flexible tests,

behavior can be seen to vary to maintain district import below

the threshold, and to obtain benefits from energy arbitrage,

given the “peak” day energy prices [35]. Here, import prices

include energy prices, use-of-system fees and taxes, whilst

export prices are comprised of only energy prices.

For test 0, Figure 3 demonstrates high EHP electricity

import in the early hours of the morning. This may seem odd

given the case has no explicit source of flexibility. However the

result is enabled by constraints (5) and (6), which only con-

strain building temperature during times of active occupancy.

This allows some flexibility to reduce energy costs and main-

tain net import below limits by enabling heat to be stored in the

building fabric. As the buildings in this case are well-insulated,

losses are low, and such storage is economic. Note that gas

consumption, from use of the 14 gas boilers in the district,

peaks later. This is due to the lack of net import constraints,

and the flat gas price (see Figure 1), which means there is

no motivation to store heat in the building fabric, to shift

gas boiler gas consumption. Results for test 1 show an even

greater shift of EHP operation to the low price, early morning

periods. Heat is first directed to the TES (the more efficient

1Battery power/energy ratio set at 10%.
2Battery inverter size set at 150% battery power rating.

heat store), and then to the building, again subject to con-

straints (5) and (6). TES heat is discharged over the morning

and early evening peak electricity price period. Another result

of the available flexibility in test 1, which can be seen in tests

2-6 also, is the greater total district electricity consumption,

as the flexible resources enable more import.

For test 2, EHP electricity consumption again shifts to the

early morning, but the lack of storage means that when base

electricity load increases around 6am, it must decrease. Gas

boiler operation occurs around 8am, at the local high price

period, as this is the most cost-effective time for it to operate,

to counter the morning peak (which is fluid to some extent,

as building heat storage during non-occupancy allows it to

be shifted, within limits determined by active occupancy and

building thermal losses). Later gas boiler operation is econom-

ically rational, given high electricity prices, and necessary, to

supply evening peak heat demand.

In test 3, BES allow the district to take advantage to the

early morning low price period by shifting electricity import to

those periods. Limited district import capacity means that the

full capacity of the BES cannot be utilized. Some BES energy

is discharged in the morning, to maintain district consumption

below limits, but most is retained for the evening peak, which

is also more economic given higher electricity prices in the

evening. For test 4, results are similar to test 3, although there

is notably greater use of the BES capacity (recall that BES

capacity is smaller in test 4, compared to test 3). In this test,

the evening peak in heat demand is accommodated through

using the BES inverter to absorb the base load reactive power,

at peak times.

In tests 5 and 6, flexibility enabled by the high/low build-

ing flexibility parameters (δ
high

i,l /δlow
i,l ) is demonstrated by the

‘Average T surplus’ and ‘Average T deficit’ series, which show

the average deviation, during active occupancy, of the build-

ing temperature from the set temperature. In test 5, it can be

seen that there is not a significant temperature surplus in the

early hours of the morning, as low active occupancy in this

period allows heat to be stored in the building fabric without

raising the temperature for buildings with active occupancy.

There is then a rise in the temperature surplus later in the

morning, before a period of relatively high electricity price,

during which heat stored in the building fabric is ‘run down’.
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Fig. 3. Average baseload profiles, battery profiles, EHP power, gas consumption, storage states, and average and maximum district apparent power and feeder
capacity, for tests 0-6 on a “peak day” representative day.

There is then another peak in temperature surplus later in the

day, as heat is stored in the building fabric to reduce EHP

operation during the very high price period, and to ensure

electricity import is maintained below limits. In test 6, the

building behavior is similar, but with variation in temperature

split between the surplus and deficit variables.

Whilst all storage options enable the integration of an EHP

for each house, it is notable that tests 5 and 6 illustrate that

integration is enabled by very small deviations in the build-

ing temperature. These deviations may be so small as to be

undetectable to building occupants. Thus, allowing the build-

ing temperature to vary slightly at peak times may be a low

cost solution to enable EHPs (or other large loads) without

additional infrastructure.

B. Reserve Provision

For tests 7-12 the reserve product is based on the U.K.

short term operating reserve product, adopting the same win-

dows (approximately 0700-1300, 1600-2030, though varying

slightly by season), with reserve calls limited to 30 minutes.

There are assumed to be 100 calls for the reserve product

per year, resulting in a value of 0.014 for Pdcall. In the tests

presented in Figure 4 an enhanced reserve price (x10) is used

to better demonstrate model behavior, as the original price did

not motivate significant behavior change.

In Figure 4 the series related to tests 7-12 are suffixed

with ‘w/r’ (with reserve). Equivalent tests without reserve (see

Table I) are suffixed with ‘n/r’ (no reserve). Comparing test 7

with test 1, Figure 4 shows a change in EHP operation, in
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Fig. 4. Average EHP power, battery import/export, storage states and battery, EHP and overall reserve commitment, for tests 7-9, 11-12, for a winter weekday
representative day (n/r=no reserve, w/r=with reserve).

order that minimum EHP power consumption over the reserve

period is increased, in order to provide reserve. In partic-

ular, a local peak around 8am is reduced, with increased

operation over the periods 10am-1pm and 5pm-6pm to com-

pensate. An increase in minimum TES state-of-charge (SOC)

during reserve hours can also be observed, as heat is retained

to ensure the solution is robust to any reserve call. Note

that the minimum point of the average EHP consumption

series may be greater than the reserve provided, as the

amount of reserve committed must be available across all

scenarios.

Considering test 8, a reduction in gas boiler operation, com-

pared to test 2, can be observed in Figure 4. This is a result

of the shift to EHP heat provision, to increase the minimum

EHP power consumption during reserve periods, to increase

the amount of reserve that can be provided.

Comparing test 9 and test 3, the operation of the flexi-

ble devices is quite similar, with only a slight increase in

EHP power consumption during reserve periods. However, the

model, in which initial and final battery SOC is not set, main-

tains a generally increased battery SOC in test 9. This is so

that the battery can contribute more reserve. Given the sim-

ilarity of the test 10 vs. test 4 comparison, to the test 9 vs.

test 3 comparison (as, in season 5, the district import does not

near capacity, so there is no reactive power compensation),

this comparison in not shown in Figure 4.

Test 11 vs. test 5 shows, as with the test 6/1 compari-

son, reduction of a local EHP consumption peak around 8am,

which enables increased consumption (to increase the reserve

available) between approximately 10am-1pm. This, and an

increase in operation in the 5pm-6pm period, is enabled by

exploiting building thermal storage. Initially the temperature

(compared to test 5) is reduced, before being increased and

then increasing in the middle of the day, as EHP operation is

increased, before being reduced once more, to enable the later

increase in heat production. Note that, even though test 11

featured a [Tset
i,l , Tset

i,l +0.1◦C] feasible zone, temperature may

be decreased during non-occupancy, allowing temperature in

test 11 to deviate down as well as up compared to test 5.

In the test 12 vs. test 6 comparison, the trends as the same

as identified in the test 11 vs. test 6 comparison, though with

temperatures generally reduced (due to the reduced limit of

the temperature feasible zone), and with the EHP consumption

also slightly reduced.

These results indicate the power of flexible devices to

offer reserve without compromising (outside of set bound-

aries) user comfort and without violating network constraints.

These results may have relatively small revenue effects
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TABLE III
CHANGE IN ETD, COMPARED TO TEST 0, SELECTED CASES

(see Section III-C), but indicate the viability of multi-service

provision, which may be more valuable for differently param-

eterized districts, or for more lucrative reserve products (such

as new ‘fast’ frequency response services designed to provide

‘synthetic inertia’ [37]).

C. Cash Flow Results

Collating results from the various seasons, changes in

annual district revenue, for each test compared to the base test

(0) is presented in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the greatest

increases in district revenue (equivalently, costs savings), occur

for tests 1, 5-7 and 11-12. This occurs for two reasons. Firstly,

these tests rely on the EHP for heat provision, which is gen-

erally produces heat cheaper than the gas boiler, without use

of the battery (operation of which results in losses, due to the

90% round-trip efficiency). Secondly, compared to the battery

cases (3-4 and 9-10) there is more revenue from the DNO

service in these tests. This is because, without the network

limit, the EHP COP motivates shift of heat production towards

times of higher outdoor temperature, including evening, high

demand, periods. Imposition of the limit thus results in sig-

nificant change in behavior, as demand is shifted away from

these periods, particularly towards to the very high price period

(1700-1800), producing significant additional cost.

Considering the reserve tests (7-12), the BES tests (9-10)

produce the most significant reserve revenue. This is because

the amount of energy stored in the BES over the day can

be generally increased (as shown in Figure 4, albeit for the

enhanced reserve price) to provide the energy to enable robust

reserve commitments to be made. In these tests there is limited

conflict with energy arbitrage as the charge/discharge limits of

the battery mean that the BES cannot vary over its full capacity

range, within the low/high energy price cycle (see Figure 4).

Overall, the tests with TES and building temperature flexi-

bility (1, 5-7 and 11-12) appear to produce the greatest benefit.

However, it should be recalled that tests 5-6 and 11-12 rely

on varying the building temperature during times of active

occupancy, and therefore incurs costs not shown in Figure 5,

relating to expected thermal discomfort (ETD). For the rele-

vant tests the changes in ETD, for all houses in the district, is

shown in Table III.

As previously discussed in [8] these costs are borne by the

end-user, who should be compensated for their loss of comfort.

In reality, given the small deviations involved, which are likely

to be undetectable, this may not be necessary. These costs

could be significantly reduced if a price of thermal discom-

fort could be determined and building thermal inertia could

be exploited through incorporating the ETD cost into the

objective function.

Fig. 5. Change in district revenue, by test, compared to test 0.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a comprehensive two-stage

stochastic smart district optimization model for multi-energy

communities. The model allows for various flexible conver-

sion and storage devices (i.e., CHP, EHP, EB, TES and BES),

all types of district flexibility (multi-energy storage – namely,

electrical and thermal, substitution, curtailment and power

factor manipulation), both energy and reserve markets, and

consideration of local constraints. Specific constraints ensure

reserve provision from electro-thermal resources is robust

against any reserve call with respect to thermal comfort. This

comprehensive, multi-energy formulation offers a significant

contribution above existing literature, and is a powerful tool

to compare, value and maximize flexibility in communities.

Case studies on a synthetic district operating near its import

limit have demonstrated practical applications of the model.

Specifically, the model was used to show how the various

types of flexibility available in a smart district can enable inte-

gration of EHP. Similarly, integration of any other significant

new loads/electricity generators (e.g., electric vehicles, solar

photovoltaic) could be modelled. Subsequently, the possibility

to use the implemented flexibility to provide system operat-

ing reserve, without the risk of degrading building occupant

thermal comfort, was demonstrated. The change in operational

revenue for each case relative to a base case was shown. A key

result enabled by the presented formulation and demonstrated

by the case study is the ability of various types of flexibility to

ameliorate network constraints caused by adoption of electric

heating (or other large loads). Of particular note is the degree

by which EHP integration can be aided by allowing the tem-

perature of buildings to vary by a small degree, though the

effect on thermal comfort experienced by occupants requires

further investigation. Demonstration of the ability of the flexi-

ble resources to provide multiple services is another key result.

The profitability of this ability is limited in this case, but

may be larger for different districts, and if considering dif-

ferent services, e.g., new ‘fast’ frequency response services

designed to provide ‘synthetic inertia’. Overall, the ability of

the formulation to compare the various types of flexibility

within one framework presents a clear advantage which aids

a technology and energy vector agnostic assessment of district

flexibility.
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Future work will consider incorporating assessment of bat-

tery degradation into the optimization and revenue evaluation,

considering the varying effect different business cases have on

battery utilization and hence degradation. The ability of other

power electronic interfaced technologies, such as the EHP, to

offer reactive power compensation, which could also aid EHP

integration, will also be investigated.
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